
STEP 1
First, fill your container with hot tap 

water or mix boiling water 50/50 with cold 
water. The water needs to be approximately 
50 or 60 degrees celsius.

STEP 2
Make sure to refill the water with hot 

water every once in a while to maintain the 
right temperature.

STEP 3
Take the candles and place them under 

the water. If they don’t stay under, place a 
weight or glass on top of them so that they 
are fully submerged. You can also place the 
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BIO OF THE DESIGNER
Lex Pott is an experimental product designer 
based in Rotterdam. His work is very hand-
on and has a strong focus on materials. As 
well as creating self-initiated objects, Lex 
produces work for galleries, design labels, 
and mass production.

FURTHER READING
Once you have completed the manual you 
can dive deeper into the design process. You 
can experiment with the colour and shape, 
and could even try combining two candles. 
The design is the most crucial part. On my 
website, you can discover some of the exam-
ples that I have made: www.lexpott.nl/

LIST OF THINGS 
–  A container like a vase, oven dish or plastic 

bucket that is big enough to fit approximate-
ly 5 candles (it can be used horizontally or 
vertically)

–  Dining candles in your preferred colors
–  Bucket or sink to cool the candle with  

cold water
–  Kettle or hot tap water from the sink
–  A cloth (paper/ textile) to dry and clean the 

water that you spill and to dry the candles
–  A cylindrical glass or object to bend the 

candles around
–  A rolling pin is also useful to create torsion 

in the candle
–  Any form that you can use as a mould that 

can resist water
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candles, in an upright position, in a vase so 
that they stay under water by themselves.

STEP 4
Make sure you leave the candles in hot 

water for approximately 5-10 minutes. You 
can feel when the candles become soft and 
bendable. Please be patient - sometimes the 
inside of the candle is still cold and then the 
candle can break when you try to bend it. 
Make sure that the candle is evenly heated 
and soft all the way through.

STEP 5
Take out your candle and bend it in the 

desired way. TTry a few different designs. 
Remember that the candle needs to stand on 
its own, so focus on creating the base or foot 
so that it is stable. 

STEP 7
Once you are happy with the shape of 

your candle, hold it under running cold water 
for a few minutes or submerge the candle in 
a bucket of cold water. This will solidify your 
design, so make sure to take your time. If 
the candle is still warm on the inside it can 
deform. Once it is cool all the way through,  
it will hold its shape.
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INTRODUCTION
Candles and wax are fascinating. Wax can be solid or liquid 

but the moment in-between, when it's flexible and bendable, is 
the best. This manual focuses on bending candles into a variety of 
shapes. By using hot water we can deform the candles in multiple 
ways to create your own designs. The flexibility of wax is a true 
material experiment that combine, form, function, and fun. You 
can use a variety of colors and simple household tools to create  
a family of candle characters.
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STEP 6 
One interesting technique is to take  

the candle when it is warm and bendable  
and roll the middle to a flat surface using a 
glass or rolling pin. Once the middle is flat 
you can take both ends of the candle and do 
some twisting or torsion. This will result in  
a helix shape. 

Makers Manual is a collaborative 
project between exciting makers 
and STORE STORE. This is a 
collection of manuals encouraging 
people to make objects from what 
is around them. These manuals are 
both a practical guide to making 
for beginners and experts, and a 
journey into the designers’ practice.
You can share your creations using 
#makersmanual.

www.storeprojects.org
 @storeprojects
 @storerotterdam
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